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Let X be a complete singular algebraic curve defined over a finite field of q elements.
To each local ring O of X there is associated a zeta-function ‘O(s) that encodes the
numbers of ideals of given norms. It splits into a finite sum of partial zeta-functions,
which are rational functions in q&s. We provide explicit formulae for the partial
zeta-functions and prove that the quotient of the zeta-functions of O and its
normalization O is a polynomial in q&s of degree not larger than the conductor
degree of O. The global zeta-function ‘OX(s), defined by encoding the numbers of
coherent ideal sheaves of given degrees, satisfies the global functional equation if
and only if X is a Gorenstein curve. We introduce a modified zeta-function, which
always satisfies the functional equation and which in the Gorenstein case coincides
with ‘OX(s). We prove that the two global zeta-functions have the same residue at
s=0, and that this residue determines the number of the rational points of the
compactified Jacobian of X.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the zeta-functions associated with algebraic curves over finite fields
there are encoded as well as concealed properties of arithmetic nature of the
curves. In the non-singular case the theory is well-known, and culminates
in the HasseWeil theorem about the Riemann hypothesis for curves and
in Deligne’s theorem about the Weil conjectures for higher dimensional
varieties. In 1973 Galkin [G] published a paper which deals with the zeta-
function of a local ring O of a possibly singular, complete, geometrical
irreducible algebraic curve X defined over a finite field k=Fq of q elements.
His zeta-function, which encodes the numbers of ideals with given norms,
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is defined in the half-plane [s # C | Re(s)>0] by the absolutely convergent
Dirichlet series
‘O(s)= :
aO
*(Oa)&s
where the sum is taken over the (non-zero) ideals a in the ring O. He also
treated the arithmetic case, where O is the local ring of an order of an
algebraic number field. By using duality, Haar measure and harmonic
analysis on local fields, he showed that the local zeta-function ‘O(s) extends
to a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane C, namely to a rational
function in t=q&s, which under the assumption that O is a Gorenstein ring
satisfies the functional equation
qs$‘O(s)
‘O (s)
=
q (1&s) $‘O(1&s)
‘O (1&s)
where $=$O stands for the singularity degree of O defined to be the
codimension dimk(O O) of O in its normalization O . He also gave examples
where the functional equation is not satisfied in the absence of the Gorenstein
condition. Actually his functional equation never holds in the non-Gorenstein
case, as comes out from our Section 5.
Non-Gorenstein rings naturally occur in the class field theory of function
fields over finite fields (cf. [S1]). In 1989 Green [Gr], in treating the non-
Gorenstein case, introduced zeta-functions, which satisfy certain functional
equations; but they are not entirely determined by the local ring O. As
we announced in 1993 (cf. [St], p. 134), one can modify the definitions
of Galkin and Green, in order to obtain a zeta-function canonically associated
to the local ring O which always satisfies the above functional equation and
which in the Gorenstein case coincides with Galkin’s zeta-function. The key
point is to consider all (fractional) ideals a, that are positive in the sense
that they contain the ring O, instead of considering the integral ideals,
which are contained in O, and so we define
‘(O, s) := :
a$O
*(aO)&s, Re(s)>0.
In order to analyze the connections to the zeta-functions of Galkin and Green,
we consider generalized zeta-functions by associating to each O-ideal d the
Dirichlet series
‘(d, s) := :
a$d
*(ad)&s
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where a varies over the O-ideals that contain d. If c is a dualizing ideal,
then the assignment
a [ a* :=c: a=[z # K | zac]
defines an anti-monotonous, codimension preserving bijection between the
set of O-ideals containing c and the set of O-ideals contained in O, and so
when d=c we obtain Galkin’s zeta-function ‘O(s)=‘(c, s) which in the case
where O is a Gorenstein ring, i.e. where O is dualizing, coincides with our
zeta-function ‘(O, s).
By distributing the (fractional) O-ideals a, that contain d, according to
the finitely many ideal classes, we obtain, in a similar way as in the paper
of Green [Gr], a partition
‘(d, s)=:
(b)
‘(d, b, s)
where the parentheses indicate that b runs through a complete system of
representatives of the ideal class semigroup of O. In Section 2 we derive a
reciprocity formula (cf. Formula 2.6), that relates the partial zeta-functions
‘(d, b, s) and ‘(b*, d*, s).
In Section 3 we obtain explicit formulae for the partial zeta-functions
‘(O, b, s) (cf. Theorem 3.1). The local functional equation can be read off
from these formulae; moreover we obtain
‘(O, b, s)=‘O (s) } L(O, b, q&s)
where L(O, b, t) is a polynomial with the property that qs$L(O, b, q&s)
remains invariant, when s and b are replaced by 1&s and b*, respectively.
We show that L(O, b, t) has formal degree $+dim(bb: O ) and we deter-
mine its formal initial coefficient (cf. Theorem 3.8).
As has been recently shown by Zu n~ iga (cf. [Z2]), the partial series ‘(O, O, s)
=*(Oa)&s, where a varies over the principal integral ideals of O, depends
only on the semigroup of O, provided that O is the local ring of a totally
rational point. This establishes a link to the equisingularity theory of the
curve Xk k defined over the algebraic closure k of k. In Section 4 we
discuss Zu n~ iga’s theorem and establish explicit formulae in the unibranch
and two-branch case.
In Section 5 we apply the theory developed so far to Galkin’s local
zeta-function. As Galkin has shown, it writes as a product
‘O(s)=‘O (s) } G(O, q&s)
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where G(O, t) is a polynomial in t=q&s (cf. [G], theorem 4.2). Solving
a conjecture of Green (cf. [Gr], pp. 487488), we show that the degree
of G(O, t) is smaller than or equal to the conductor degree of O, and that
equality holds under rather weak assumptions (cf. Theorem 5.3). These
assumptions are satisfied for unibranch and two-branch points and also
when the cardinality of the constant field is sufficiently large; yet we present
a three-branch singularity over the field of two elements, where the degree
of G(O, t) is smaller than the conductor degree (cf. Example 6.2). This
example and other examples discussed in Section 6 are calculated by listing
the O-ideals by Gro bner bases techniques.
In Section 7 we consider the corresponding global zeta-functions ‘OX(s)
and ‘(OX , s), obtained by replacing the ideals over the local ring by the
coherent ideal sheaves over the structure sheaf OX of the complete curve X.
We get similar results as in the local case, and in particular we obtain the
global functional equation, which says that qs(g&1)‘(OX , s) is invariant
under the substitution s [ 1&s. Though we notice that in the non-
Gorenstein case Galkin’s global zeta-function ‘Ox(s) never satisfies the
global functional equation and hence is different from ‘(OX , s), we show
that the same important invariant h of the singular curve is concealed in
both global zeta-functions: Their residues at s=0 have the common value
(h(1&q) log(q)), where h denotes the number of the rational points of the
compactified Jacobian of X (cf. Theorem 7.7).
2. A RECIPROCITY FORMULA FOR THE
PARTIAL LOCAL ZETA-FUNCTIONS
Let d be a (fractional) O-ideal. For each O-ideal a containing d we have
*(ad)=qdim(ad)
where q is the cardinality of the constant field k and where dim stands for
the dimension of vector spaces over k. The Dirichlet series ‘(d, s), intro-
duced in Section 1, writes as follows as a power series in t=q&s with
integer coefficients
Z(d, t) := :
a$d
tdim(ad)= :

n=0
*{ O-ideals that admit d assubspace of codimension n= tn.
We will see in a moment that these cardinalities are really finite, that is,
Z(d, t) is well defined as formal power series. We define the degree deg(a)
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of each O-ideal a by the properties deg(O)=0 and dim(ab)=deg(a)&
deg(b) whenever a$b. When d=O, then the above power series encodes
the numbers of positive O-ideals of given degrees:
Z(O, t)= :
a$O
tdeg(a)= :

n=0
*[positive O-ideals of degree n]tn.
Remark 2.1. Denoting by r the degree of the residue field of O over the
constant field k, we have dim(ad)=r lengthO(ad) whenever a$d, and so
Z(d, t) is even a power series in tr.
Let K be the quotient field of the local ring O, that is, the field of rational
functions on the algebraic curve X. The integral closure O of O is a semi-
local principal ideal domain, whose maximal ideals, say p1 , ..., pm , correspond
bijectively to the branches of the curve X that are centered at O. We denote
by
di :=dim(O pi)
the degree of the residue field of pi over the constant field k (i=1, ..., m).
Since the O -ideals are just of the form
pn :=pn1
1
} } } } } pnmm
where n=(n1 , ..., nm) # Zm and since dim(O pn)=n } d :=mi=1 ni di when-
ever n10, ..., nm0, we conclude that the zeta-function of O is a product
of geometric series and converges absolutely in the unit disk to the rational
function
ZO (t)= ‘
m
i=1
1
1&tdi
.
For each i let ?i be a generator of the maximal ideal pi . Each O-ideal is just
of the form ?&nb where ?n :=?n1
1
} } } } } ?nmm for each n=(n1 , ..., nm) # Z
m
and where b is an O-ideal satisfying b } O =O . An O-ideal ?nb contains d if
and only if ?n # b : d. Thus defining
1(a) :=[n # Zm | ?n # a]
we obtain the partition
Z(d, t)= :
b } O =O \ :n # 1(b : d) t
n } d+deg(b)&deg(b)+
where b varies over the finitely many O-ideals satisfying b } O =O . Note that
the condition b } O =O implies fbO where f :=O : O is the conductor
ideal of O, that is, the largest O -ideal contained in O.
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Proposition 2.2. The power series Z(d, t) converges absolutely in the unit
disc |t|<1. Moreover
lim
t [ 1
Z(d, t)ZO (t)=*[b | b } O =O ].
Later one we will see that Z(d, t)ZO (t) is a polynomial in t, and this will also
imply the convergence. The Proposition follows from the corresponding results
for the partial power series:
Lemma 2.3. For each O-ideal a the power series n # 1(a) tn } d converges
absolutely in the unit disc. Moreover, n # 1(a) tn } dZO (t) tends to 1, as t<1 tends
to 1.
Proof. We can assume that t is a positive number smaller than 1. Since the
O-ideal a is contained in an O -ideal, namely in a } O , we conclude that the
power series is upper bounded by the series tlZO (t) for some integer l, and
hence converges absolutely. Since a also contains an O -ideal, namely a : O , we
get a lower bound of the same type. K
The above partition of Z(d, t) is very useful to calculate zeta-functions
in examples (cf. Section 6). However, from a theoretic standpoint this might
rather lead to a drawback, because the set 1(a) is not canonically associated
to the ideal a, but depends on the choice of the generators ?i of the maximal
ideals pi . To ensure a more natural partition, instead of considering the ideals
?&nb(n # Zm), we consider the ideals z&1b(z # K"[0]), that is, the ideals that
are equivalent to b, and so we define for every two O-ideals d and b the partial
local zeta-function
‘(d, b, s) := :
atb
a$d
*(ad)&s, Re(s)>0,
where the sum is taken over the O-ideals a that contain d and are equivalent
to b. This Dirichlet series writes as follows as a power series in t=q&s ( |t|<1)
with integer coefficients:
Z(d, b, t)= :
atb
a$d
tdim(ad)= :

n=0
*{O-ideals equivalent to b that admitd as a subspace of codimension n = tn.
A straightforward calculation shows that Z(O, O , t)=t$ZO (t). The partial zeta-
functions only depend on the classes of the ideals d and b. The ideal class semi-
group of O is finite, because each O-ideal is equivalent to an ideal b that satisfies
O } b=O and therefore fbO . We have the partition
Z(d, t)=:
(b)
Z(d, b, t)
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where b runs through (a complete system of representatives of ) the ideal class
semigroup of O. By Lemma 2.3 we have:
lim
t  1
Z(d, b, t)ZO (t)=*[a | a } O =O , atb]. (2.4)
Let c be a dualizing O-ideal. Since the assignment a [ a*=c : a defines an
anti-monotonous, codimension preserving, bijective involution of the set of
O-ideals, we obtain
Z(b*, d*, t)= :
atd
ab
tdim(ba) (2.5)
where the sum is taken over the O-ideals a contained in b and equivalent to d.
These series are related to partial local zeta-functions introduced by Green (cf.
[Gr], p. 494).
(2.6) Reciprocity Formula for the Partial Local Zeta-Functions. For each
pair of O-ideals d and b we have
(Ub : UO) ‘(d, b, s)=(Ud : UO) ‘(b*, d*, s)
where Ub stands for the multiplicative group of the elements u of K satis-
fying ub=b.
The remainder of this Section is devoted to the proof of the Reciprocity For-
mula. The setting will also be used in the next Section.
Note that Ub only depends on the equivalence class of the ideal b and is
equal to the group Ub : b of units of the ring b : b. Moreover, we have
UO Ub UO
as follows from the inclusions Ob : bO. The finiteness of the index
(Ub : UO) follows from the finiteness of (UO : UO) (see also the comment after
Corollary 3.2). Since d* : b*=b : d (cf. [St], p. 112), we have d* : d*=d : d,
and therefore
Ud*=Ud
for each O-ideal d. Thus the Reciprocity Formula says that its left hand side
remains invariant, when d and b are replaced by b* and d*, respectively.
The ideals a satisfying a$d and atb are just of the form z&1b, where z
varies over a complete system of representatives of (b : d)"[0] by the
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action of the multiplicative group Ub . Thus the partial local zeta-function can
be written as follows
‘(d, b, s)= :
z # (b : d"0)Ub
q&s dim(z&1bd)=
1
(Ub : UO)
:
z # (b : d"0)UO
q&s dim(z&1bd).
In the second sum we restricted the action of Ub on (b : d) to the action
of UO , and in order to compensate this we had to divide the infinite sum by the
index (Ub : UO). Now, defining the absolute value of z # K by
|z| :=qdeg(Oz)=qdeg(O z)&deg(O )=q&
m
i=1 di ordpi(z) when z{0,
and |z| :=0 when z=0, we obtain the formula
‘(d, b, s)=
q&s(deg(b)&deg(d))
(Ub : UO)
:
z # (b : d)UO
|z| s. (2.7)
Observing now, that the integer deg(b)&deg(d) and the ideal b : d do not
change, when d and b are replaced by b* and d* respectively (cf. [St],
pp. 111112), we have shown the Reciprocity Formula.
From Formula 2.7 we also deduce:
‘(d, b, s)=(Ub : d : Ub) qs(deg(d)&deg(b)+deg(b : d))‘(O, b : d, s). (2.8)
This identity justifies that from now on we will assume that the ideal d is equal
to the ring O.
3. EXPLICIT FORMULAE
To each O-ideal b we associate the set of integer vectors
S(b) :=[(ordp1(z), ..., ordpm(z)) | z # b"[0]].
When b is equal to the local ring O, then we get the semigroup S(O) associated
to O, which has been studied by several authors (cf. [W], [Ga], [B] and
[D]). We will show that the set S(b) may provide important informations
about the partial local zeta-function
Z(O, b, t)= :

n=0
*{positive O-ideals of degree nthat are equivalent to b = tn.
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Theorem 3.1. The partial local zeta-function has the expansion
Z(O, b, t)=
1
(Ub : UO)
:
n # S(b)
=n(b)tn } d+deg(b)
where
=n(b) :=
qr
qr&1
:
(1, ..., 1)
i=0
(&1) |i| qn } d+deg(b & pn+i )
where the sum is taken over the vectors i=(i1 , ..., im) # [0, 1]m and where we
abbreviate |i|=i1+ } } } +im .
Proof. By Formula 2.7 of Section 2 we have
‘(O, b, s)=
q&s deg(b)
(Ub : UO)
:
z # bUO
|z| s.
where z varies over a complete system of representatives of b by the action of
UO . Since b"[0] is the disjoint union of the sets
bn :=b & ?nUO =[z # b | ordpi (z)=ni for each i=1, ..., m],
since |z| assumes on bn the constant value q&n } d, and since t=q&s we obtain
Z(O, b, t)=
tdeg(b)
(Ub : UO)
:
n # S(b)
*(bnUO) tn } d.
It will be convenient to interpret the cardinality of the orbit space bnUO in
terms of measure theory.
Let M be the system of subsets M of the field K, obtained from the
(fractional) O-ideals by translations z+M(z # K) and the boolean operations
of union M _ N, intersection N & N and complementation M"N. It can be seen
in an elementary way, or by using a Haar measure +^ on the locally compact
total quotient ring of the completion O of O, that one can attribute to each
M # M a volume +(M)0 uniquely determined by the three axioms:
Normalization: +(O)=1
Invariance under translations: +(z+M)=+(M)
Additivity: +(M _ N)=+(M)++(N) whenever M & N=<.
By the additivity we have +(M _ N)=+(M)++(N)&+(M & N), and more
generally, as follows by induction,
+ \.
n
i=1
Mi+= :
n
j=1
(&1) j&1 :
i1< } } } <ij
+(Mi1 & } } } & Mij).
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If a is an ideal contained in O, then O is the disjoint union of the finitely many
cosets of a, and so by the three axioms the volume +(a) of a is the inverse of
the norm *(Oa). More generally for each (fractional) ideal a we have
+(a)=qdeg(a)
and in particular +(O )=q$. When we multiply a set M # M by a non-zero func-
tion z, then its volume is multiplied by the absolute value of this function:
+(zM)=|z| +(M),
as follows from the unicity of the measure +, because the quotient +(zM)|z|
satisfies the 3 axioms. If U # M is a subgroup of finite index of the group
UO of the units of the normalization O , then
+(U)=
+(UO )
(UO : U)
because each coset zU, where z # UO , has the same volume as U.
Since each orbit of the action of UO on bn has volume equal to +(UO?n)
=+(UO) q&n } d and since +(UO)=1&q&r, we conclude
*(bnUO)=+(bn )+(UO ?n)=qn } d+(bn)(1&q&r).
Since
bn=(b & pn)> .
m
i=1
(b & pnpi)
we obtain by the additivity of the measure
+(bn)=+(b & pn)& :
m
j=1
(&1) j&1 :
i1< } } } <ij
+(b & pnpi1 & } } } & p
np ij )
= :
m
j=0
(&1) j :
i1< } } } <ij
qdeg(b & p npi1 } } } pij )= :
(1, ..., 1)
|i|=0
(&1) |i| qdeg(b & p n+i)
and therefore
*(bn UO)==n (b). K
Corollary 3.2. If the vector n is so large that pnb, then
=n (b)=
q$
1&q&r
‘
m
i=1
(1&q&di ).
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Proof. If pnb then
=n (b)=
qr
qr&1
:
(1, ..., 1)
i=0
(&1) i1+ } } } +imq$&i1d1& } } } &im dm=
qr+$
qr&1
‘
m
i=1
(1&q&di ). K
In particular in the special case where b=O and n=(0, ..., 0) we obtain
the well known formula
(UO : UO)=
q$
1&q&r
‘
m
i=1
(1&q&di ).
Remark 3.3. By the proof of Theorem 3.1 the coefficients =n (b) are
positive for all n # S(b), and they vanish for all other integer vectors. Thus,
instead of summing up over the vectors n # S(b) in the expansion of
Z(O, b, t), we may sum up over all integer vectors n # Zm.
(3.4) Functional equation for the partial local zeta-functions. For each
O-ideal b we can write
Z(O, b, t)=
L(O, b, t)
>mi=1 (1&t
di )
where L(O, b, t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients of degree not larger
than 2$ in t, which satisfies the property that the Laurent polynomial
t&$L(O, b, t) remains invariant when b and t are replaced by b*=c : b and
(1qt), respectively.
This functional equation can be obtained from a similar formula of Green
(cf. [Gr], formula (2) on page 498). His proof, which is modelled on Tate’s
thesis, is based on the Fourier inversion formula of harmonic analysis. We
recommend to the reader to write up this nice proof in our setting; and to this
end we notice that the infinite sum in Formula 2.7 may be interpreted as
an integral:
:
z # bUO
|z| s=
qr
qr&1 |b |z|
s&1 d+^(z).
However we provide an elementary proof by reading off the functional
equation from the explicit formulae of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. When we multiply the power series Z(O, b, t) by the product
‘
m
i=1
(1&tdi )= :
(1, ..., 1)
j=0
(&1) | j | t j } d
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then by Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.3 we get the power series
L(O, b, t)=
qr
(Ub : UO)(qr&1)
:
n # Z m
#n (b) tn } d+deg(b)
where
#n (b) := :
(1, ..., 1)
i, j=0
(&1) |i|+|j| qn } (d&j)+deg(b & p n+i&j).
Let a be another O-ideal. Note that c : b*=b, deg(c : b)=deg(c)&deg(b)
and
deg(b* & a)=deg((c : b) & (c : a*))=deg(c : (b+a*))
=deg(c)&deg(b+a*).
Since dim(b+a*a*)=dim(bb & a*) this implies
deg(b* & a)=deg(a)&deg(b)+deg(b & a*).
Note that deg(c)=deg(c : O)=deg(c : O )+dim(O O)=deg(c : O )+$. Mul-
tiplying the canonical ideal c by a suitable element of K we can assume that
c : O =O and therefore deg(c)=2 $. Taking a=pn we conclude
deg(b* & pn)=$&n } d&deg(b)+deg(b & p&n)
and replacing the vector n by n+i&j we obtain the formula
#n (b*)=qn } d+$&deg(b)#&n(b)
which immediately implies the functional equation. By the functional
equation the power series L(O, b, t) # Z[[t]] is a polynomial in t of degree
at most 2 $. K
Writing
L(O, b, t)= :
2$
i=0
ni (b) t i
where the coefficients ni (b) are integers, we can rephrase the Functional
Equation 3.4 as follows:
n2$&i (b*)=q$&ini (b) (i=0, ..., 2$).
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Since the constant coefficient satisfies
n0(b)={10
when b is principal
otherwise,
we deduce that the coefficient of degree 2$ is equal to
n2$(b)={q
$
0
when b is dualizing
otherwise.
Thus the degree of the polynomial L(O, b, t) is smaller than 2$ if and only
if the ideal b is non-dualizing.
Proposition 3.5.
:
2$
i=0
ni (b)=(UO : Ub).
Proof. By Formula 2.4 the value of L(O, b, t) at t=1 is equal to the
number of O-ideals a, that satisfy a } O =O and atb, and hence is equal to
the index (O : Ub). K
Since Ub=Ub* it now follows from the Functional Equation 3.4 that the
coefficients of L(O, b, t) satisfy the linear relation
:
2$
i=0
(q$&i&1) ni (b)=0. (3.6)
Proposition 3.7. If O } b=O , then the order of L(O, b, t) at t=0 is
larger than or equal to the degree of b, and the coefficient of L(O, b, t) of
order deg(b) is equal to =0(b)(Ub : UO).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, since bO , the expansion of the partial zeta-func-
tion Z(O, b, t) starts with the (possibly vanishing) term =0(b)(Ub : UO) tdeg(b).
The result now follows by multiplying this expansion by the product
>mi=1 (1&t
di ). K
We will say that a polynomial in one variable has formal degree n, when
its degree is smaller than or equal to n and when we consider its (possibly
vanishing) coefficient of degree n as its leading coefficient.
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Theorem 3.8. The polynomial L(O, b, t) has formal degree $+dim(bb : O )
with the leading coefficient
qr+b } d
(Ub : UO)(qr&1)
:
(1, ..., 1)
i=0
(&1) |i| qdeg(b & pb&i)&i } d
where b stands for the smallest integer vector such that pbb.
Proof. By multiplying the ideal b by a rational function we can assume
that b : O =O (i.e. b=0). As in the proof of the Functional Equation 3.4 let
c be a dualizing ideal satisfying c : O =O . Then deg(b*)=2$&deg(b) and
O } b*=O , and it follows from the preceding proposition and the Func-
tional Equation 3.4 that L(O, b, t) has formal degree deg(b) and the leading
coefficient
qdeg(b)&$=0(b*)(Ub : UO). K
Corollary 3.9. If m5 and qm then
deg L(O, b, t)=$+dim(bb : O ).
Proof. By Theorem 3.8 the leading coefficient of L(O, b, t) is a positive
number times an alternating sum. We have to show that this alternating
sum is positive. By the very definition of the vector b=(b1 , ..., bm) we have
deg(b)=deg(b & pb)>deg(b & pbp&1i )&d i (i=1, ..., m).
Moreover
deg(b & pb&i)deg(b & pb&ip&1i )&di (i=1, ..., m).
If m=1 then the alternating sum qdeg(b)&qdeg(b & p b&1)&d is positive. Thus
we can assume m>1. Since qm and m5, the partial alternating sum
where |i| # [0, 1], respectively |i|2, is non-negative, respectively positive.
K
If m=6, then a similar argument shows that the leading coefficient is
positive provided the constant field has more than 9 elements. In general
the leading coefficient is positive, when q is sufficiently large. We will
construct an example with m=3 and q=2 where the leading coefficient
vanishes (cf. Example 6.2).
Since the assignment b [ b* permutes the ideal classes, and since the
local zeta-function Z(O, t) is the sum of the partial local zeta-functions
Z(O, b, t), we immediately see that the Functional Equation 3.4 for the
partial local zeta-functions implies the functional equation for Z(O, t).
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(3.10) Local Functional Equation. We can write
Z(O, t)=
L(O, t)
>mi=1 (1&t
di )
where L(O, t) is a polynomial with integer coefficient of degree 2$ in t,
which satisfies the property that the Laurent polynomial t&$L(O, t) remains
invariant when t is replaced by 1qt.
By Proposition 2.2 the sum of the coefficients of L(O, t) is equal to the
number of the O-ideals a satisfying a } O =O .
4. TOTALLY RATIONAL POINTS WITH ONE OR
TWO BRANCHES
In this Section we assume that O is the local ring of a totally rational
point P of the curve X. This means that the points of the non-singular
model X lying over P are rational, that is, di=1 for each i=1, ..., m. This
implies that P is a rational point of X, that is, r=1. By Zu n~ iga’s theorem
(cf. [Z2], theorem 5.5) the partial zeta-function
Z(O, O, t)= :

n=0
*[principal integral O-ideals of codimension n] tn
is determined by the semigroup S=S(O)Nm of the local ring O. We will
first show that this result can be obtained from Theorem 3.1, which in this
special situation says that the partial zeta-function has the expansion
Z(O, O, t)= :
n # S
=n tn1+ } } } +nm
where
=n =
q
q&1
:
m
j=0
(&1) j :
i1< } } } <ij
qn1+ } } } +nm&dim(OO & p npi1 } } } } } pi j )
for each n=(n1 , ..., nm) # Nm. Thus Z(O, O, t) can be expressed in terms of
the integers
l(n) :=dim(OO & pn)
where n # Nm. Note that for each i=1, ..., m we have
l(n1 , ..., ni+1, ..., nm)l(n1 , ..., nm)+1
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and equality holds if and only if O & pn pi % O & pn, that is, there is a vector
(s1 , ..., sm) in the semigroup S with si=ni and sjnj for each j. Since
l(n)=0 when n=(0, ..., 0), we see by induction that the integers l(n) and
hence the coefficients =n can be expressed in terms of the semigroup S=S(O).
Our aim is to obtain the coefficients =n in an explicit way. Zu n~ iga (cf.
[Z1], p. 41) has suggested, to consider the coefficients of L(O, O, t) as
polynomials in q and to evaluate their values at q=1.
Let f=( f1 , ..., fm) be the exponent of the conductor ideal f=O : O , that
is, f=pf, or equivalently, f is the smallest vector in the product ordering of
Nm such that pfO. Since we assume that O is totally rational, this means
that f is the smallest integer vector such that f+NmS. By Corollary 3.2
we have
=n =(q&1)m&1 q$&m+1 whenever ni f i for each i.
The Unibranch Case
In this case the semigroup S=S(O)N is a numerical semigroup, whose
genus *(N"S) is equal to the singularity degree $ and whose conductor is
the exponent f of the conductor ideal f=O : O (cf. [K]). The $ positive
integers, that do not belong to S, are called the gaps of S.
Theorem 4.1. Let O be the local ring of a rational unibranch point; then
q*[gaps<i] if i # S and i&1  S
L(O, O, t)= :
f
i=0
ni ti where ni={&q*[gaps<i] if i  S and i&1 # S0 otherwise.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we have Z(O, O, t)=n # S =n tn where
=n=
q
q&1
(qn&l(n)&qn&l(n+1))
and l(n)=dim(Opn). By looking at the descending chain of ideals
O$O & p1$O & p2$ } } } $O & pn
we see that l(n) is equal to the number of elements of S smaller than n,
that is
n&l(n)=*[gaps of S smaller than n].
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When n # S then l(n+1)=l(n)+1 and therefore =n=qn&l(n). Thus we
conclude
Z(O, O, t)= :
n # S
q*[gaps<n]tn.
Since for each n f the number of the gaps smaller than n is equal to the
genus $ of the semigroup S, the theorem follows by multiplying the series
with 1&t. K
Remark 4.2. We will assume that O is a Gorenstein ring; this means
that the numerical semigroup S is symmetric, that is, f =2$ (cf. [K]).
Since the dualizing ideals of a Gorenstein ring are principal, the Functional
Equation 3.4 says that the map t [ 1qt induces a permutation of the roots
of L(O, O, t), and thus expresses a symmetry with respect to the circle
|t|=q&12, or equivalently, a symmetry with respect to the line Re(s)= 12 .
In analogy to the Riemann hypothesis it is natural to ask, whether the roots
of Z(O, O, t) are situated on the circle |t|=q&12. Since by the Functional
Equation 3.4 the coefficient n2$ of largest degree is equal to q$, this would
imply the following bounds for the coefficients
|ni |\2$i + qi2 (i=0, ..., 2$),
or equivalently
*[gaps<i]
i
2
+q log \2$i +
whenever either i # S, i&1  S or i  S, i&1 # S. When q is large, $3 and
when S is the semigroup with the gaps 1, ..., $&1 and 2$&1, then the coef-
ficient n$ does not satisfy the above estimative, and so there are zeros of
‘(O, O, s) that are not situated on the line Re(s)= 12 .
The Two-Branch Case
The semigroup S=S(O)N_N enjoys the two properties (cf. [Ga],
p. 169):
(i) If (n1 , n2), (m1 , m2) # S then (min(n1 , m1), min(n2 , m2)) # S.
(ii) Let (m1 , m2) be a point of S. Then m1 is the largest abscissa of the
points of S with ordinate m2 if and only if m2 is the largest ordinate of the
points of S with abscissa m1 .
The points of item (ii) are called the maximal points of S. It follows from
the two properties that a vector (n1 , n2) # N_N belongs to S if and only
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if (min(n1 , f1), min(n2 , f2)) # S. In particular, the maximal points of S have
abscissae and ordinates smaller than f1 and f2 , respectively.
By projecting S on the two coordinate axes, we obtain the semigroups
of the two branches. Thus, denoting by S1 and S2 these two numerical
semigroups and by M the finite set of the maximal points of S, we have
S=(S1_S2)> .
(m1 , m2) # M
((m1+N, m2) _ (m1 , m2+N));
the maximal points already determine the semigroup S, and their number
is equal to the intersection multiplicity of the two branches (cf. [Ga],
p. 170). For plane curves they have been explicitly determined by Bayer
(cf. [B]) in terms of the intersection multiplicity and the semigroups of the
two branches.
Theorem 4.3. If O is the local ring of a totally rational two-branch point,
then
Z(O, O, t)= :
(n1 , n2) # S
=(n1 , n2) t
n1+n2
where
=(n1 , n2)={
qs1 (n1)+s2 (n2)+m(n1 , n2) when (n1 , n2) # M,
qs1(n1)+s2 (n2)+m(n1 , n2) \1&1q+ when (n1 , n2) # S"M,
where si (ni) stands for the number of gaps of Si smaller than ni (i=1, 2)
and where m(n1 , n2) denotes the number of maximal points of S whose
abscissae and ordinates are smaller than n1 and n2 , respectively.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we have
=(n1 , n2)=
qn1+n2
(1&q&1)
(q&l(n1 , n2)&q&l(n1+1, n2)&q&l(n1 , n2+1)+q&l(n1+1, n2+1))
where l(n1 , n2)=dim(OO & pn11 p
n2
2 ). Note that l(n1+1, n2)l(n1 , n2)+1
and equality holds if and only if S admits a point with abscissa n1 and
ordinate not smaller than n2 . A similar statement holds when abscissae and
ordinates are exchanged. Thus for each point (n1 , n2) # S we have
l(n1+1, n2)=l(n1 , n2+1)=l(n1 , n2)+1
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and
l(n1+1, n2+1)={l(n1 , n2)+1l(n1 , n2)+2
when (n1 , n2) # M
when (n1 , n2) # S"M.
It follows that
=(n1 , n2)={
qn1+n2&l(n1 , n2) when (n1 , n2) # M
q(n1+n2)&l(n1 , n2) \1&1q+ when (n1 , n2) # S"M.
We also deduce by induction
l(n1 , 0)=*[elements of S1 smaller than n1],
l(0, n2)=*[elements of S2 smaller than n2],
l(n1 , n2)=l(n1 , 0)+l(0, n2)&m(n1 , n2)
and therefore n1+n2&l(n1 , n2)=s1(n1)+s2(n2)+m(n1 , n2). K
Corollary 4.4. The coefficients =(n1, n2) are polynomial expressions in q
which at q=1 assume the value 1 (respectively, 0) when (n1 , n2) is (respec-
tively, is not) a maximal point of S.
5. GALKIN’S LOCAL ZETA-FUNCTION
We will apply the results of the previous Sections to the original local
zeta-function of Galkin:
ZO(t) := :
aO
tdim(Oa)= :

n=0
*{integral ideals of Oof codimension n = tn ( |t|<1).
By distributing the ideals in O according to the finitely many ideal classes,
we can write ZO(t) as a finite sum of partial zeta-functions. We will first
analyze these partial zeta-functions. As in Section 4 we denote by f the
conductor ideal O : O and by f=( f1 , ..., fm) its exponent. Note that the
conductor degree dim(O f) is equal to f } d=mi=1 f i d i .
Theorem 5.1. For each O-ideal b, that satisfies O } b=O , the corresponding
partial local zeta-function of Galkin can be written as a quotient
:
atb
aO
tdim(Oa)=
G(O, b, t)
>mi=1 (1&t
di )
( |t|<1)
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where G(O, b, t) is a polynomial of formal degree f } d&deg(b) with integer
coefficients and the leading coefficient
qr+f } d
(Ub : UO)(qr&1)
:
(1, ..., 1)
i=0
(&1) |i| qdeg(O : b & p f&i )&i } d.
Moreover the sum of the coefficients of G(O, b, t) is equal to the index (UO : Ub).
To prove the theorem we notice that by Formulae 2.5 and 2.6 Galkin’s
partial local zeta-functions can be expressed in terms of the partial zeta-
functions introduced in Section 2:
:
atb
aO
tdim(Oa)=Z(c, b*, t)=
1
(Ub : UO )
Z(b, O, t)
and therefore by applying Formula 2.8 we conclude
G(O, b, t)=(UO : b : Ub) t&deg(b)&deg(O : b)L(O, O : b, t). (5.2)
In particular, by Proposition 3.5 we obtain G(O, b, 1)=(UO : Ub). Now
Theorem 5.1 follows from Theorem 3.8. In fact, since (O : b) : O =O : (b } O )
=O : O =f we deduce that L(O, O : b, t) is a polynomial of formal degree
$+deg(O : b)+dim(Of)=deg(O : b)+f } d
and therefore by Formula 5.2 the power series G(O, b, t) # Z[[t]] is a
polynomial of formal degree f } d&deg(b).
Theorem 5.3. Galkin’s local zeta-function can be written as a quotient
ZO(t)=
G(O, t)
>mi=1 (1&t
di )
where G(O, t) is a polynomial of formal degree f } d with the leading
coefficient
qr
qr&1
:
(1, ..., 1)
i=0
(&1) |i| qdeg(O & p f&i)+(f-i) } d.
Moreover the sum of the coefficients of G(O, t) is equal to the number of the
O-ideals a satisfying O } a=O .
In particular, if the local ring O is non-Gorenstein, which means that its
conductor degree is smaller than 2$ (cf. [R]), then deg G(O, t)<2$ and
therefore Galkin’s local zeta-function satisfies neither the local functional
equation nor the Riemann hypothesis. If m=1 or m=2, then the degree of
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G(O, t) is equal to the conductor degree (cf. Corollary 3.9). There exists a
local ring with m=3 and q=2 where the degree of G(O, t) is smaller than
f } d (cf. Example 6.2).
Since
G(O, t)=:
(b)
G(O, b, t),
Theorem 5.3 will follow from Theorem 5.1, once we have shown the
following:
Lemma 5.4. Each non-principal O-ideal b satisfying O } b=O has positive
degree.
Proof. By Nakayama’s Lemma the minimal number of generators of
the ideal b is equal to the dimension of the vector space bm } b over the
residue field Om, where m denotes the maximal ideal of O. For each
algebraic extension field k$ of the constant field k, the degree of b and the
dimension of bm } b remain invariant if the local ring O and the ideal b are
replaced by k$ } O=k$k O and k$ } b=k$k b, respectively. Thus by making
a finite extension of the constant field we can assume that the cardinality
q of k is not smaller than the number m of the branches.
Since O } b=O there is for each i=1, ..., m a function ui # b such that
ordpi (ui)=0. Since qm there is a linear combination u=c1u1+ } } } +cmum
where c1 , ..., cm # k such that ordpi (u)=0 for each i=1, ..., m and therefore
u # b & UO . Since b is non-principal we conclude Ou % b and deg(b)>0. K
Now, by applying Corollary 3.9 we obtain:
Corollary 5.5. If m5 and qm then deg G(O, t)=f } d.
6. EXAMPLES
The mapping a [ a^=O } a defines a bijective monotonous correspondence,
that preserves degrees and quotients, between the ideals of the local ring O
and the ideals of its completion O (cf. e.g. [G], theorem 3.1). Two O-ideals
a and b are equivalent if and only if a^ and b are equivalent in O that is
a^=zb for some unit z of the total quotient ring of O . Thus the zeta-function
‘(O, s) and the partial zeta-functions ‘(O, b, s) will not change when O and
b are replaced by the corresponding completions O and b , respectively.
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By Cohen’s structure theorem, the completion O of the integral closure
O of O is the direct product of formal power series rings
O =k1[[?1]]_ } } } _km[[?m]]
where k1=O p1 , ..., km=O pm are the residue fields of O . Since $ :=dim(O O)
<, by the ArtinRees lemma the topology of O is induced by the topology
of O , and so the completion O of O is a local subring of O of codimension $.
By passing from the constant field k to the residue field of O, which is
contained in O and coincides with the residue field of O , and by passing
from t=q&s to tr (cf. Remark 2.1), we may assume that k is the residue
field of O .
Example 6.1. We start our collection of examples with an unibranch,
totally rational, complete, local Gorenstein ring O, whose zeta-function
ZO(t) does not satisfy the Riemann hypothesis. Let
O=kk?3 ?4 ?6k[[?]].
The integral closure O is the ring k[[?]] of the formal power series in the
transcendental ?. Since the singularity degree $=3 is one half of the
numerical conductor f =6, we conclude that O is a Gorenstein ring. The
O-ideals are just of the form
a=?&n(A?6k[[?]])
where n # Z and where A varies over the vector spaces in k?0 } } } k?5,
that contain at least one element of order zero and have the property, that
?3A and ?4A are contained in A?6k[[?]]. By working with normalized
standard bases, we can easily write up the complete list of these vector spaces:
(1+a?+b?2+c?5, ?3+(b&a2) ?5, ?4+a?5) ,
(1+a?+b?2, ?3, ?4, ?5) ,
(1+a?2, ?+b?2, ?3, ?4, ?5) ,
(1+a?, ?2, ?3, ?4, ?5) ,
(1, ?, ?2, ?3, ?4, ?5) ,
where a, b and c vary over the constant field k. Each one of these 5 types
represents just one ideal class. Since deg(a)=n+dim(A)&3, the corresponding
partial zeta-functions Z(O, b, t) are equal to
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1+q2t3+q2t4+q3(t6+t7+ } } } )=(1&t+q2t3&q2t5+q3t6)(1&t),
t+q2(t4+t5+ } } } )=(t&t2+q2t4)(1&t),
qt2+qt3+q2(t5+t6+ } } } )=(qt2&qt4+q2t5)(1&t),
t2+q(t4+t5+ } } } )=(t2&t3+qt4)(1&t)
and
t3+t4+ } } } =t3(1&t),
respectively. The first ideal class consists just of the principal O-ideals. With
exception of the third class, each of these classes is represented by a ring,
namely O, k?3k[[?]], k?2k[[?]] and O , respectively. The second
and the third class are dual to each other, the other 3 classes are selfdual.
By summing up the 5 partial zeta-functions we obtain:
L(O, t)=1+qt2+q2t3+q2t4+q3t6.
This provides an example of a local Gorenstein ring, whose zeta-function
admits zeros outside the circle |t|=q&12 (see also Remark 4.2). In the
number field case such a counter-example has been constructed by Galkin
(cf. [G], p. 16).
Example 6.2. We consider the completion of the local ring of a rational
simple triple point of embedding dimension 3:
O=k(1, 1, 1) f where f=(?k[[?]]_?k[[?]]_?k[[?]]).
Then $=2, dim O f=3 and so O is non-Gorenstein. The O-ideals are just
of the form a=(?&n1, ?&n2, ?&n3) } (Af) where (n1 , n2 , n3) # Z3 and where A
varies over the vector spaces in k3 that admit for each i=1, 2, 3 an element
whose i th entry is non-zero. We classify these vector spaces by putting their
bases into standard forms:
(1, b, c) (b{0 and c{0),
( (1, 0, c), (0, 1, c$)) (c{0 or c${0),
( (1, b, 0), (0, 0, 1)) (b{0),
( (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)).
Noting that deg(a)=n1+n2+n3+dim(A)&1 we can easily calculate the
zeta-functions, and multiplying by (1&t)3 we obtain:
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L(O, O, t)=1&3t+3t2+(q2&2q) t3,
L(O, t)=1+(q&2) t+t2+(q2&2q) t3+q2t4,
G(O, t)=1&2t+(q2+q+1) t2+(q2&2q) t3.
When q=2 then the degrees of L(O, O, t) and G(O, t) are smaller than the
conductor degree dim(O f)=3.
Example 6.3. We consider the completion of the local ring of a rational
node:
O=k(1, 1) f where f=(?k[[?]]_?k[[?]]).
Then O is a Gorenstein ring of singularity degree $=1. By similar (but
easier) considerations as in Example 6.2 we see that there are only two
ideal classes, namely the principal ideals and the O -ideals, and we obtain:
L(O, O, t)=1&2t+qt2, L(O, t)=1&t+qt2.
Example 6.4. We consider an example of an unibranch rational point,
that is not totally rational. Let
O=k?l[[?]]
where l is a finite extension field of k of degree d2. Then S(O)=N,
O =l[[?]], $=d&1, f=?l[[?]] and O f$l. We claim
L(O, t)= :
$&1
i=0
N $i t
i+t$+ :
$&1
i=0
q$&iN $i t
2$&i
where N $i stands for the number of the i-dimensional vector spaces in k
$,
that is
N $i = :
1 j1< } } } < ji$
q ji&1+ j2&2+ } } } + ji&i.
Proof. The O-ideals are just of the form a=?&n(A?l[[?]]) where
n # Z and where A varies over the non-zero k-vectorspaces in l$k$. Note
that deg(a)=nd+dim(A)&1, and a is principal if and only if dim(A)=1.
When n=0, then a$O if and only if A$k. When n>0, then a$O. It
follows that
Z(O, t)= :
d
i=1
N d&1i&1 t
i&1+ :

n=1
:
d
i=1
N di t
nd+i&1.
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Multiplying the local zeta-function by 1&td=1&t$+1 we obtain
L(O, t)= :
$&1
i=0
N $i t
i+t$+ :
$
i=1
(N $+1i &N
$
i&1) t
$+i.
Now, since N $$&i=N
$
i , the Local Functional Equation 3.10 implies the
recurrence formula
N$+1i =N
$
i&1+q
iN $i
from which the explicit formula for N $i can be derived by induction. K
As the proof illustrates, the local functional equation may simplify the
computation of the local zeta-function and also may provide us with identities
of finite geometry like the above recurrence formula.
Note that N $i is the number of the (i&1)-dimensional planes in
P$&1(k) and hence is equal to the number of k-rational points of the
Grassmannian G$&1i&1 . The above explicit formula for *G$&1i&1 (k) can also
be seen from the cellular subdivision that gives rise to the Schubert cycles
on the Grassmannian.
Doing similar calculations for the partial local zeta-function Z(O, O, t)
and for Galkin’s local zeta-function ZO(t) we obtain
L(O, O, t)=1+(q1+ } } } +q$) t$+1
and
G(O, t)=1+ :
$
i=1
N $+1i&1 t
i+(q1+ } } } +q$) t$+1.
These two explicit formulae are special cases of identities obtained in the
next example. When d=2, then O is the completion of the local ring of an
isolated node,
L(O, O, t)=1+qt2 and L(O, t)=G(O, t)=1+t+qt2.
If we extend the constant field to a field that contains l, then the isolated
node becomes a rational node, which has been studied in Example 6.3. This
shows that the coefficients of L(O, t) and L(O, O, t), considered as polyno-
mials in q, may not be invariant under constant field extensions.
Example 6.5. Let
O=k? fl[[?]]
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where f >1 or d :=[l : k]>1. Then O =l[[?]], $= fd&1, f=? fl[[?]]
and dim O f= fd. When f =2 and l=k, then O is the completion of the
local ring of a cusp. Each k-subalgebra of l[[?]], whose conductor expo-
nent is not larger than f, contains O. The unit group UO is important in
class field theory (cf. [S1], Ch. IV, no. 4). The O-ideals are just of the form
a=?&n(A? fl[[?]]) where n # Z and where A varies over the k-vector-
spaces in l?0 } } } l? f &1 that are not contained in l?1  } } } l? f &1.
By an easy calculation we obtain:
L(O, t)# :
$
i=0
N $i t
i& :
$
i=d
N $&di&d t
i mod t$+1.
In particular, since f >1 the coefficient of L(O, t) of order $ vanishes. The
coefficients of order larger than $ are obtained from the Local Functional
Equation 3.10. Similar computations for the partial zeta-function Z(O, O, t)
and for Galkin’s zeta-function ZO(t) show that
L(O, O, t)=1&td+(q$+1&d+ } } } +q$) t$+1
and
G(O, t)=1&td+ :
$+1
i=1
(N $+1i&1 &N
$+1&d
i&1&d ) t
i.
When the two fields k and l coincide, then $= f &1 and by applying the
recurrence formula N $i =N
$&1
i&1 +q
iN $&1i we obtain:
L(O, t)= :
$&1
i=0
N $&1i (q
iti+q$t2$&i),
L(O, O, t)=1&t+q$t$+1,
G(O, t)=1+ :
$+1
i=2
q i&1N $i&1 t
i.
7. GLOBAL ZETA-FUNCTIONS
Let X be a complete, geometrical irreducible, algebraic curve of arithmetic
genus g defined over the finite field k of q elements, and let g~ be the genus of
its non-singular model X . By a divisor of X we mean a coherent (fractional)
ideal sheaf, which we write as the formal product of its stalks, say a=> aP ,
where aP is a (fractional) ideal over the local ring OP for each P # X and aP=OP
for almost all points P # X. The Cartier divisors, which are the divisors
whose stalks are principal ideals, form a multiplicative abelian group
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whose identity is the structure sheaf OX=> OP . We say that a divisor a is
positive and write aOX when aP $OP for each P. The degree of a divisor
is defined as the sum of the degrees of its stalks. Let c=> cP be the divisor
of a non-zero differential; then each cP is a dualizing ideal.
Instead of considering the usual zeta-function, which in the semi-plane
Re(s)>1 is defined by the eulerian product
‘X (s) := ‘
P # X
1
1&q&s deg(P)
(cf. e.g. [S2]), we consider the Dirichlet series
‘(OX , s) := :
aOX
q&s deg(a)
where the sum is taken over the positive divisors of X. It writes as follows
as a power series in t=q&s :
Z(OX , t)= :

n=0
*[positive divisors of X of degree n] tn.
Due to our definition of the positive divisors, the coefficient of the linear
term need not to be equal to the number of the rational points of X. In
order to establish equality, the rational points, whose local rings are non-
Gorenstein, have to be counted with certain weights; in Example 6.2 this
weight is q&1, and in the Examples 6.4 and 6.5 it is equal to 1+N $1 . The
above power series converges absolutely in the disc |t|<q&1 to a rational
function of the type
Z(OX , t)=
L(OX , t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
where L(OX , t) is a polynomial of degree 2g in t, which satisfies the global
functional equation, or equivalently, which has the property that the Laurent
polynomial t&gL(OX , t) remains invariant when t is replaced by 1qt. This has
been shown by F. K. Schmidt in the non-singular case (cf. [Sc]); for singular
curves his proof goes through almost literally. Alternatively, by using the
Euler product formula for the formal power series
Z(OX , t)= ‘
P # X
Z(OP , t)
which establishes the link between the local and the global theory, and by
applying the Local Functional Equation 3.10, we can reduce to the non-
singular case. More precisely, since for the non-singular curve X by the Euler
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product formula the eulerian product and the Dirichlet series coincide and
converge absolutely in the same disc |t|<q&1, and since
ZX (t)=
LX (t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
where LX (t) is a polynomial of degree 2g~ which satisfies the global func-
tional equation, we obtain
L(OX , t)=LX (t) ‘ L(OP , t) (7.1)
where the product is taken over the singular points P of X. The equality
of the degrees 2g=2g~ + 2$P expresses Hironaka’s genus formula (cf.
[H], theorem 2).
Since by the HasseWeil theorem the non-singular curve X satisfies the
Riemann hypothesis, that is, the zeros of ‘X (s) are situated on the line Re(s)= 12 ,
it follows that the function ‘(OX , s) satisfies the Riemann hypothesis if and only
if the roots of the local factors L(OP , t) lie on the circle |t|=q&12.
Example 7.2. Let X be the plane projective rational quartic curve cut
out by the absolutely irreducible homogeneous equation x42&x0x
3
1=0. It
has at the point P=(1 : 0 : 0) its unique singularity. The completion O P of
OP has been studied in Example 6.1. By applying Formula 7.1 we get the
global zeta-function
Z(OX , t)=
1+qt2+q2t3+q2t4+q3t6
(1&t)(1&qt)
which does not satisfy the Riemann hypothesis.
Similar procedures apply to Galkin’s global zeta-function (cf. [Gr], p. 500):
ZOX (t) := :
aOX
t7 dim(OPaP)= :

n=0
*{closed subschemesof X of degree n = tn.
The coefficient of the linear term of ZOX (t) is equal to the number of the
rational points of X. By the Euler product formula together with Theorem
5.3 we have
ZOX (t)= ‘
P # X
ZOP(t)=
G(OX , t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
where
G(OX , t) :=LX (t) ‘ G(OP , t) (7.3)
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is a polynomial of degree not larger than 2g~ + dim(O PfP) and a fortiori
not larger than 2g=2g~ + 2$P . If X is non-Gorenstein, then this degree
is smaller than 2g, and hence Galkin’s global zeta-function ZOX (t) satisfies
neither the global functional equation nor the Riemann hypothesis.
Two divisors a and b are said to be equivalent (respectively, locally
equivalent), when aP=zbP for some z # K that does not depend on P
(respectively, that may depend on P # X). The principal divisors (respectively,
the Cartier divisors) are just the divisors, that are equivalent (respectively,
locally equivalent) to the structure sheaf OX . By distributing the positive
divisors according to the finitely many classes with respect to the local
equivalence, we obtain a partition
Z(OX , t)=:
(b)
Z(OX , b, t)
where b runs through (a complete system of representatives of) the divisor
classes with respect to the local equivalence and where
Z(OX , b, t) := :

n=0
*{positive divisors of degree nlocally equivalent to b = tn.
By using the Euler product formula Z(OX , b, t)=> Z(OP , bP , t) and by
applying the Functional Equation 3.4 to the partial local zeta-functions we
obtain:
Z(OX , b, t)=
L(OX , b, t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
where
L(OX , b, t)=LX (t) ‘ L(OP , bP , t)
is a polynomial of degree at most 2g with the property that the Laurent
polynomial t&gL(OX , b, t) remains invariant when b and t are replaced by
c : b and 1qt, respectively.
In a similar way it follows from Theorem 5.1 that Galkin’s partial global
zeta-functions write as follows as quotients
:
atb
aOX
t dim(OP aP)=
G(OX , b, t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
where ‘‘t’’ stands for local equivalence and where the numerator polyno-
mials factor as follows
G(OX , b, t)=LX (t) ‘ G(OP , bP , t). (7.5)
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Proposition 7.6. For each integer n the values of the polynomials L(OX , b, t)
and G(OX , b, t) at t=1 are both equal to the number of the equivalence
classes of the divisors of X of degree n that are locally equivalent to b.
Proof. By the theory of the non-singular curves the number of the
equivalence classes of the divisors of X of any fixed degree is equal to
LX (1) (cf. [Sc]). Note that the divisors of X correspond bijectively to the
divisors a of X with the property that each stalk aP is not only an OP -ideal
but an O P-ideal. We will fix such a divisor a, and we will only consider the
divisors d of X that satisfy dP } O P=aP for each P # X. Two such divisors
are equivalent if and only if they are equal. The number of the divisors d
of X, that satisfy dP } O P=aP and dP tbP for each P # X, is equal to the
product > L(OP , bP , 1) (cf. Formula 2.4) and hence by Formula 7.4 equal
to the quotient L(OX , b, 1)LX (1). By Theorem 5.1 and Formula 7.5 this
number is also equal to G(OX , b, 1)LX (1). The degree of each of these
divisors is equal to the degree of the corresponding divisor of X plus the
sum of the differences $P&dim(bP } O P bP). K
In particular, the curve X admits Cartier divisors of any degree n. Thus
in order to study the divisors of a fixed degree we are reduced to study the
divisors of degree 0.
The jacobian variety of the singular curve X, which parameterizes the
equivalence classes of the degree-0 Cartier divisors on Xk k , can be enlarged
to a projective algebraic scheme, called the compactified Jacobian, which
parameterizes the equivalence classes of the degree-0 divisors on X kk
(Cf. [E] and the references therein). The rational points of the compac-
tified Jacobian, which are the points that are invariant under the action of
the absolute Galois group G(k | k), correspond bijectively to the equivalence
classes of the degree-0 divisors on X.
By summing up the residues of the partial global zeta-functions at t=1
and applying Proposition 7.6 we obtain:
Theorem 7.7. The global zeta-functions Z(OX , t) and ZOX (t) share the
common property that their residue at t=1 is equal to h(q&1) where h
stands for the number of the rational points of the compactified Jacobian of
the singular curve X.
Since the zeta-function Z(OX , t) satisfies the global functional equation
we deduce:
Corollary 7.8. The residue of Z(OX , t) at t=q&1 is equal to (h(1&q) q g).
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